DM says: Hi everyone!
Bakta-Rel says: hello?
Alaric says: I didn't do it.
Nefertari says: hi
Alaric says: BRB
DM says: It's good to see a full crew.
DM says: I'm not expecting the new player. I'm not sure if he still wants to play. 
Nefertari says: ^_^ that's fine by me we have plenty of fun already
DM says: I have to say, player participation reflects my previous experience in online games; two or three core players and a number of others who come and go.
Bakta-Rel says: well, we are commited... i'm up for early release for good behavior in 2 months
Nefertari says: heh
DM says: Committed? Release? We'll have to see what the nice men in white coats have to say about that :)
Alaric says: Okay.
Nefertari says: XD
Alaric says: * We can put Jar-Jar in it..... * Sorry, still can't fail to make jokes about that.
Nefertari says: they're coming to take me away Haha heehee hoho
DM says: Lol
Alaric says: Did you guys hear recently that they offered like 10% of ticket sales to Sean Connery to play Gangolf for LOTR?
Alaric says: THANK GOD he turned it down.
DM says: Thank god he didn't do it!
Alaric says: My thoughts exactly.
Nefertari says: same here
Nefertari says: I like Sean but he's just not gandolf material
DM says: That's Grey, Gandalf the Grey.
Alaric says: "Yeshh..I like my Halflong Leaf rolled but not by pipe..."
Alaric says: I especially liked the way the new 'Bond' gave him a bitchslap in the new flick.
Alaric says: "Would you like that shaken or stirred?" "Do I look like I give a damn?"
Bakta-Rel says: i saw that when it came out, and it was very good.
DM says: I haven't seen it yet, sounds like it's got good reviews...
Alaric says: I'd say better than at LEAST that last 2 Brosnan flicks, IMO.
DM says: If you just bear with me of a few secs I'll finish making a coffee and we can start.
Alaric says: Possibly better than Brosnan, Lazenby, AND Daultonn.
Bakta-Rel says: yes, it is... it takes Bond back to an actual spy/assassin type movie. very nice.
Alaric says: Yes, instead of pointless sexual scene and action sequences.
Alaric says: Bond almost jumped the shark with that STUPID "wind surfer on ice versus the lazer from outer space" Chase scene in Die Another Day.
DM says: The thing is, back when the orginals were done they were serious action movies (with a few puns along the way). The newer ones tried to be tongue in cheek and it just cheapened it. The new one seems to go back to the series roots.
Alaric says: Touche DM.
Alaric says: Anyone else also pining to see Eragon when it comes out?
Bakta-Rel says: absolutely!!!
DM says: Haven't heard much about it. There's also a new movie due set in the d20 setting of Midnight that looks kinda good.
Alaric says: Eragon looks decent, check out the trailer. Meanwhile avoid the "Dungeon Siege" or "To Serve a King" like the plague. A Uwe Boll flick...don't buy a ticket unless it can be refunded.
Alaric says: I watched "Bloodrayne" last weekend for free, I felt I'm owed money for sitting through that arse-fest.
Alaric says: And there's still excessive hope for PJ doing The Hobbit
DM says: Lol
DM says: This is the website for the Midnight thingo: www.midnight-film.com
Nefertari says: can we play?
Alaric says: hehe, I give way to Nefartari.
DM says: You took the words right out of my mouth ... er ... from my fingers
DM says: Last time in Taladas...
DM says: The evil Galactic Empire has sought to ....
Alaric says: Sorry, I'm a movie nut, especially when it comes to fantasy movie news.
DM says: oops, wrong intro...
Alaric says: LOL
DM says: Having agreed to help Thentias discover more about the ruin that he had found beneath the arena, you all headed off to the local market in the Town Square to purchase some additional items to equip you for your task.
Nefertari says: XD
DM says: As you entered the market you saw many stalls selling all manner of goods, from fresh produce to baskets of strange spices and bolts of exotic cloth. Alaric decided to approach a leather merchant to buy some of his wares in order to make a sling for the end of his staff, whilst Amane unsuccessfully attempted to relieve some townsfolk of their overburdened purses. 
DM says: As he pushed his way through the crowd Bakta tripped over a stray basket, causing him to crash heavily on to a stall selling potatoes. The resulting commotion drew a small crowd, as the irate merchant berated Bakta for his clumsiness. 
Nefertari says: and I almost knocked Alaric over the head with my torche ^___^)
Alaric says: * You klepto... *
DM says: Despite Bakta and Amane's best efforts to put right the damage, the merchant's antics eventually caught the attention of some armoured men from a large building overlooking the square. When the men dismissed the merchant's furious complaints about Bakta he stormed off complaining about "the Guild" interfering in his trade once again. 
DM says: When the rumpus was over, Bakta and Amane rejoined Alaric at the leather merchant's stall. Bakta, hurt by the hostile attitude of some of the townsfolk, briefly quarreled with Alaric over his mistreatment at the hands of the humans. Once Alaric had concluded his business with the leather merchant, and Amane finally managed to unburden a wealthy citizen of his purse, you all headed off to the arena in search of the ruin. 
DM says: Having reached the arena you followed a recently worn path around the back of the wooden structure to discover three large test pits, apparently dug by Thentias' workmen. Clambered down into the deepest pit you found an opening, about five feet in size, at the centre of a badly eroded stone wall. Tempers again flaired when Alaric 'borrowed' Amane's newly aquired loot...
Nefertari says: yes I am a Klepto and damn prowed of it)
DM says: As I said, one big happy family :)
DM configures: /history 3000 
Nefertari says: (X3)
DM says: [That should have read, "Clambering down into..."]
Alaric says: [Takes a long look at the stone wall. Stonemasonry Check (Str -2): 14(1d20)]
DM says: The wall reveals little, although you can guess that the wall must have been open to the elements once to be so badly wealthered.
Nefertari says: *leans against wall*
DM says: [weathered]
Alaric says: Well...what a conspicuous little entrance we have here [Jabs Nefertari in the stomach playfully as he squats down into the entrance]
DM says: Through the hole you can see a flight of steps leading down to a stone corridor, about 10 feet wide.
Alaric says: Well look what we have here [Pokes around cautiously with his staff as he moves forward]
DM says: The steps seem solid, and you can see a few foot marks in the dust. 
Nefertari says: *rolls eyes and follows*
Alaric says: Looks fairly untouched for quite a while [Walks towards the steps slowly, pressing down with his staff on each step before moving himself]
Nefertari says: *follows behind* at least you aren't stupid enough to just waltz down the steps...
DM says: The corridor is made of neatly cut stone blocks. 
DM says: But along the walls of the dusty hallway are a handful of primitive redish-brown paintings of tall humanoid creatures weilding spears and axes. 
Nefertari says: *pays close attention to the paintings as she walks*
DM says: [Scroll the map to the bottom right]
Alaric says: [Raises an eyebrow as he maneuvres down the steps' Stupid enough? Have you even bothered to count how much is left in that purse I just threw back at you?
DM says: [It's not to scale with the minis. Each square is about 10 feet]
Nefertari says: what!? *pulls out purse and counts money* 
Alaric says: [Laughs under his breath as he presses forward and stops to look at the murals, any form of ancient writings?]
DM says: As you continue on, the corridor turns to the right and your torchlight reveals that the stone wall is painted with a crude diorama depicting a falling star, which every child in Taladas knows was the harbinger of the Great Disaster, hurtling towards a primative village. 
Nefertari says: *atempts to hit with torch once again*
Nefertari says: 7(1d20)
DM says: But your half hearted swing misses easily.
Nefertari says: DAMN MOTHER FUCKING...!!
DM says: [The orange stripe is where the mural is]
Nefertari says: *begins cursing in another language*
DM says: [Billy, are you still with us?]
DM says: Under the painting are five crudely painted letters.
Nefertari says: (he's also playing a game at home)
Nefertari says: *examins letters*
DM says: [I'll just move him along then]
Alaric says: [ Slides his fingertips across the letters on the mural and looks at them. Any chance these are a language or merely symbols? INT Check: 1(1d20)]
Nefertari says: *does an int check also*
Nefertari says: 6(1d20)
DM says: You recognise the letters as being an old form of the Auric script, very poorly painted. The letters spell "akAGh", however, the language is clearly not Auric and you are unable to decipher it.
DM says: 2(1d20)
DM says: If spoken out loud Bakta would be able to recognise the word. It resembles an Abaquan ogre word roughly meaning "sky-death"]
Bakta-Rel says: yes, i am here... i'm the muscle... just waiting for the 
Alaric says: [ Reaches into one of his pouches and throws a grain of salt and a pinch of candle soot at the wall while mumbling to himself and waving his hands. Spell: Comprehend Languages]
Bakta-Rel says: yes, i'm sorry guys, i can't read
Alaric says: *XD*
Nefertari says: aren't you special
Bakta-Rel says: well, i may not be gifted with words, but i AM gifted in several other WAYS... 4 out of 5 ogre women agree.....
Nefertari says: lol
DM says: As the spell takes effect the words form in your mind and you understand the words to mean "sky-death" in the hobgoblin tongue.
Alaric says: [Steps back and trembles a bit while staring at the mural, hitting the opposite wall with his back as he does so]
Nefertari says: watch it you might make something cave in!
DM says: Looking more carefully, the mural shows hobgoblins attacking each other. Another crude image depicts a disturbing scene of cannibalism.
Nefertari says: well aren't these nice... *examining mural for anything special like maby a button or something gold*
Alaric says: I..uhhh...[Shakes his head as he trembles] This mural is here for a purpose and I don't like the message it is sending.
DM says: Moving closer to the wall, you see that the paint is a deep brown. Bits of matted hair still cling to the surface.
Bakta-Rel says: ah... the ancient rite of passage into manhood... if you didn't walk away, you didn't make it to manhood.
DM says: A lone figure, seemingly human, appears to be fighting off some of the other primative figures.
Alaric says: [Cringes as he sees nefertari touch what is obviously dried blood and hairs, possibly from scalped flesh]
Nefertari says: hm... haven't seen anything like this in a while...
Nefertari says: *continues running fingers over it just to creep out Alaric*
Bakta-Rel says: i may not be able to read anything, but do i recognize what this is refering to, because let's face it, we ogres do have a strong oral tradition of legends, myths, etc?
Alaric says: It
Alaric says: It's not the picture that bothers me as much as the writing.
DM says: The mural clearly depicts coming of The Cataclysm and the horrors during the Grim Winter that followed when tribesmen turned upon tribesmen to survive. Similar events may have happened in Bakta's Abaquan tribe in the Ring Mountains.
Nefertari says: and what about the writing? do share...
Alaric says: [Whispers under his breath] Greygem....
Nefertari says: *blink*
Alaric says: This mural mentions the Greystone, the great cataclysm that tore Taladas assunder...
DM says: Although, there is no oral tradition that sheds any light on the lone human-like figure.
Nefertari says: so... that's in the past... it shouldn't be bothering you this much...
Alaric says: Except, if you look around Nefertari, we are in the past right now. This tunnel wasn't exactly dug yesterday,,,[Turns to look around the tunnel] Bakta?!
Bakta-Rel says: what?!
Alaric says: [Looks around] I think you should get in front big guy...I'm sure I can use it later as a story to get you arranged with an ogre woman.
Alaric says: If we don't meet one sooner or later, I'll be sure to conjure one...
Nefertari says: *scratches ear*
Bakta-Rel says: *moves forward*
Alaric says: [Nods his head and puts down his backpack and pulls out a bit of salted meet he got way back in the last dungeon] Here you go big guy [ Throws the sack back over his shoulders]
Bakta-Rel says: *gives a half-ass smile to alaric and mimics Alarics words, then he smiles with a big grin and laughs, jokingly* i'd be glad to. 
Nefertari says: *pops neck then back then knuckles*
Bakta-Rel says: besides, *sniffs as he wipes his nose*, i'm out of practice.
DM says: Moving around the corner, you see that it ends in a stone wall. The wall appears to be made from a darker, smoother stone, probably granite.
Alaric says: Alright, forge a path Bakta.
Nefertari says: er... this may be the door he was talking about you know...
Alaric says: [Is that a lode bearing wall? Check: Stonemasonry: 17(1d20)]
Bakta-Rel says: *hefting his club, he moves forward, looking for any signs of mischief or recent trap covering work, if you know what i mean.*
DM says: Without too much effort you can detect a very fine gap running around the edge of the slab. Thentias' suspicion that this is a door seems correct.
Alaric says: Hmm....
Alaric says: Looks ripe for some ogre fingers if you ask me...
Alaric says: [Picks up a few stray rocks]
Nefertari says: *looks around to see if maby there is some sort of leever*
DM says: No lever appears to be evident.
Nefertari says: *searches for perhaps a button... sence the oger isn't exactly jumping to move the stone*
DM says: 10(1d20)
DM says: As the torch light flickers across the surface of the stone something catches your eye, but with a move of the torch it's gone.
Alaric says: * "Akiro...Wizard it open!" - Maleck *
Bakta-Rel says: hold it elf, i am going to try to open it.
Bakta-Rel says: never mind
DM says: ["Melon"]
Alaric says: Nevermind what?
Nefertari says: *moves back to examin that spot*
Alaric says: *LOL*
DM says: Holding the light up to the door you can just see the very faint tracing of a geometric pattern, barely discernable in the surface of the stone.
Bakta-Rel says: well, i was going to open the door,but there was a glint of soemthing in the wall
Nefertari says: hmm... some sort of shape *trys to figure out there signifigance* *int check... i guess*
Nefertari says: 19(1d20)
DM says: With your elven eyes you can just make out a circular pattern of concentric rings. If you didn't know better, you'd say it was a maze. The whole image is no more than about four or five inches across. 
Alaric says: * Use curly brackets Bef. *
Alaric says: * Nef......*
Nefertari says: (curly brackets?)
Nefertari says: *traces it with finger*
Alaric says: * Yeah, try shift + keys just above your enter key*
Nefertari says: (oh yay! a picture)
Alaric says: * Ohhh...*
Alaric says: * Hmmm... *
Nefertari says: (what... do you want me to tell you how I go though the maze? lol)
DM says: No, but you will need to make two successful Wisdom checks for Nef to correctly find the path.
Bakta-Rel says: *reaches out hand and points with fore finger* Can i push it? *note, he just points, but does not actually touch the stone image!!!!*
Nefertari says: 7(1d20)
Nefertari says: 7(1d20)
Alaric says: * The sphere of B'Naa? *
Nefertari says: wtf... 2 7s in a row...)
DM says: Success! As you trace the path through the maze with your finger, you hear several clicks behind the stone wall each time you correctly change direction along the path of the maze.
Alaric says: * Nef, use CURLY BRACLETS. Like the ones on the panel below the entry space: 0( ) *
Alaric says: * 0( ahem ) *
Nefertari says: (Hu?)
Alaric says: *Darnit, won't even let me show them*
DM says: When you finally trace your finger to the middle of the maze there is a large clunk and the ground begins to shudder...
Nefertari says: *blinks*
DM says: [I think Megan is using the curly brackets to roll. It then shows up as "result (1d?)"
Bakta-Rel says: "Way to go elfie" *Bakta begins to move back, and moves his arms in front of his friends to protect them if needed.*
DM says: With an almost audible sigh the stone portal slowly grinds open, as centuries of stale air and dust escape from behind the door. 
Bakta-Rel says: "Just for the record, i didn't touch anything!"
Alaric says: * It looks to me like she's using the buttons instead*
Nefertari says: (yeah I'm using the buttons...)
Alaric says: *Gasps* Oh....wow...the wind...are you sure Bakta?
DM says: 3(1d20)
DM says: 6(1d20)
DM says: I just did both ways as a test, seem the same. 
Bakta-Rel says: "Do you want me to fart on you and show you real wind?"
Nefertari says: *laughs*
Alaric says: I
Alaric says: I'll pass....
DM says: [lol]
Nefertari says: XD do it I wanna see if he falls out!
Bakta-Rel says: "So will I, pass gas out my ass"
Alaric says: * Zone of Sweet Air....please? *
Nefertari says: fart in his face! XD
DM says: [There isn't an incantation poweful enough!]
Bakta-Rel says: *Bakta rolls with laughter*
Alaric says: [Pokes Bakta in the back with the tip of his staff] Lead the way and contain the gaseous elements you behemoth...
Bakta-Rel says: *After a few moments of relief, Bakta again resumes his position at the front, hefting his trusty club*
Bakta-Rel says: *of course, he makes enough room for Nefertari to manuver as well, if she so chooses to operate her thieving skills*
DM says: As you move into the chamber you see a large tattered tapestry hanging from the ceiling directly opposite the entrance. The dust covered floor is strewn with numerous chunks of dried mud and three large humanoid skeletons lying awkwardly amongst the debri. 
Nefertari says: *examins tapestry... wondering if it would be worth much*
DM says: The tapestry is badly rotted but you can just make out the faded scene of what appears to be a royal procession entering a beautiful golden city with many domes and towers.
DM says: By the entrance, an armoured human skeleton is slumped up against the wall. In the opposite corner is a large barrel. 
Alaric says: Woah.... [Grabs Nef's shoulder] Move slowly....those skeleton didn't get there by themselves...
DM says: The figure clings to a lever protruding from the stonework by the door.
Nefertari says: *.... sigh... moves slowly and quietly to examin tapestry making sure not to step on any floor buttons*
Bakta-Rel says: *Bakta readies his club, ready to strike at anything that leaps, jumps, or otherwise makes it's presence known that is of a harmful nature*
DM says: As examine the tapestry you are showered in dust and cobwebs as the whole rotten mass falls down. Behind the tapestry you see another large barrel.
DM says: [As you examine]
Nefertari says: *blink blink... examins barrel carefuly*
DM says: The barrel contains a bow, without its string, and some fifty or so arrows.
DM says: Mostly, they appear to be common arrows but the green fletching of five of the arrows catch your eye.
Nefertari says: *grabs bow and the 5 arrows*
Alaric says: * Oooh....green arrow, hehe...hehe...*
DM says: [ok]
Bakta-Rel says: "Ah... toothpicks... I need to get the meat chunks out of my teeth."
Nefertari says: well use some of the other arrows...
Nefertari says: *moves carefuly to examin other barrel*
Alaric says: [Follows slowly....]
DM says: The barrel contains a rotten pair of riding boots and a mouldy old brown cloak.
Nefertari says: -_-... *examins skeleton*
Nefertari says: (I examin every thing X3)
DM says: Under the cobwebs that cover the figure, you see that it is wearing badly rusted chainmail armour. What's left of a crude looking spear also potrudes from it's back. 
Nefertari says: that must have been painfull... *looks for any jewelry*
Bakta-Rel says: *Bakta quickly grabs one of the arrows in the barrel, and begins to pick his teeth* "Well, he was just lucky to have a friend pick his teeth for him. Unfortunately for him, his friend must have slipped behind him."
DM says: You find nothing of any value. The figures sword, lying awkwardly below it, is also badly rusted.
DM says: Examining the other skeletons more closely, you see they clearly have bestial features. Among the lumps of dried mud are various stone weapons, as well as the remains of tattered bits of fur clothing. 
DM says: 7(1d20)
DM says: The faint glint of something polished catches your eye in the light of the lantern. 
DM says: [er, torch]
Nefertari says: *moves to see what it is*
Bakta-Rel says: "Easy Nerfertari, make sure the area is safe first before grabbing that"
Nefertari says: I'm just looking right now.. see *raises hands* no touchy...
Bakta-Rel says: *Bakta moves into a position to protect her if necessary*
DM says: On the floor, amongst the debri is, is a polished stone sphere, about two inches wide.
Nefertari says: oo... *looks around for any sign of a trap*
Alaric says: *brb*
DM says: [desktop roll] You don't find any traps
DM says: [ok, Craig]
Nefertari says: *carefuly picks up sphere*
DM says: Wiping away the dust of centures reveals that the sphere appears to be made of common stone.
Nefertari says: rolls eyes* great... *trys to see if there is anything of signifigance on it*
DM says: Examining the sphere more closely reveals nothing more.
Nefertari says: x.x *looks around room some more*
DM says: You don't notice anything else of too much note other than the area is very dusty and there are several large chunks of dried mud scattered across the floor. 
Nefertari says: *decides to follow the north hall, shoving rock in pack... hey it was perdy... XD*
DM says: Moving along a small hall, you come to a wooden door. The door is ajar, its simple lock is smashed and broken. Ragged marks around the edges of the door and a few bent and broken nails in the frame suggest it was once nailed shut.
Bakta-Rel says: "Well, there may be some significance between the stone and the green arrows. You never know."
Nefertari says: *blinks and pulls out stone and an arrow and pokes the stone with the arrow*
Alaric says: *k*
Bakta-Rel says: "Be careful you." *Bakta places a reassuring hand on Nefertari's shoulder then pulls it away and readies his club*
DM says: The tap on the stone echoes eerily through the ruins but nothing else happens.
Nefertari says: *blink blink* what else could I possibly do with them... *tries poking it with all the arrows*
DM says: Again, the noise echoes through the ruin, but the stone and arrows remain unchanged.
Bakta-Rel says: "Well, i said, you never know. And if i'm barking up the wrong tree, sorry."
Nefertari says: *shrugs and places them back in pack*
Bakta-Rel says: "Maybe Alaric can tell who or even where the arrows came from?"
Alaric says: [Looks around a moment as he watches the silly display] No, I think the key to that particular door is the heavy club in your hands Bakta.
Nefertari says: or perhaps a shove of my hand... *pushes on door*
DM says: The damaged door, already ajar, screetches noisily on its hinges to reveal the room beyond.
Alaric says: Well if you want to take all of the fun out of it...
Nefertari says: *smiles* I love ruinning fun for other people *carefuly enters*
DM says: This dusty room holds several chests as well as a large amount of smashed glass at the base of a set of shelves set against the eastern wall. Some of the contents of the chests have been thrown onto the floor in a jumble.
Nefertari says: *examins every thing*
Bakta-Rel says: *Stares at amazement at the spry, little elf* "She's good"
DM says: The room also contains another bestial skeleton as well as numerous shards of dried mud mixed with the mess on the floor.
DM says: The skeleton lies across the chests in the corner of the room. A dagger wedged into it's ribcage tells of the creatures fate.
DM says: There are a handful of glass jars remaining on the shelves, although they appear to be empty with their cork stoppers having long since rotted away.
Alaric says: [More than happy to stand in the back and watch their rear]
Nefertari says: *looks for anything of value... as usual X3*
DM says: Are you looking anywhere in particular?
Nefertari says: *around the skeleton*
Bakta-Rel says: *Bakta looks back at Alaric* "Are you looking at my ass?"
DM says: Other than the rusty dagger protruding from what's left of the bestial skeleton, you don't see anything obviously of value.
Alaric says: [Shrugs his shoulders] Could I NOT look at it?
Bakta-Rel says: "Fag!!!"
Bakta-Rel says: *A smile breaks across Bakta's face* Just kidding, lol
Nefertari says: I just look for anything shiney if there isn't I go down the next hall*
DM says: Two of the chests have been opened with their contents scattered across the floor. Other than a couple of chunks of dry mud, nothing but dust covers the floor of hallway. Cobwebs hang like little gossamer nooses from the ceiling. The door at the far end of the hallway is also slightly ajar, with the ragged marks around the edges of the door.
Bakta-Rel says: "The same ragged marks as before?"
Nefertari says: *pushes it open*
DM says: They appear to be.
Alaric says: [ Follows on egg shells]
DM says: From the doorway you can see that rhis room contains three more humanoid skeletons lying among chunks of mud and stone weapons strewn across the dusty, cobweb covered floor. Another human skeleton, in tattered robes, lies at the base of the doors at the western end of the chamber. 
Nefertari says: *examins the skeletons*
Bakta-Rel says: *Does it look like the marks were made by something trying to get into the rooms, or something leaving the rooms, and trying to close the door behind it?
DM says: Un-noticed at the corner of the room is a stone statue. Lurching to life the statue attacks, with it's arms outstretched and it's mouth open as if to release a silent scream!
DM says: Cliffhanger .....
Nefertari says: (hu?)
Alaric says: * 8-0 *
DM says: [The doors appear to have been nailed shut to keep something out]
Bakta-Rel says: [Interesting. Thank you.]
DM says: We may need to leave it there for today...
Nefertari says: (aaaaaww)
Bakta-Rel says: [Good game people... good game]
DM says: [Yup :)]
Alaric says: [ Whacks Bakta rear end with his newly acquired staff-sling*
Nefertari says: (night every one...)
Alaric says: 3(1d4)
Alaric says: X-D
DM says: Seeya Megan!
Alaric says: Au revoir!
Bakta-Rel says: [Attempts to bop Alaric on the head]
DM says: Bye Craig!
Bakta-Rel says: 7(1d20+2)
Alaric says: * "I'm sorry Inigo... I must've jugged his memory too hard..."*
DM says: Lol
Bakta-Rel says: *And i missed, dang-it*
Bakta-Rel says: [Night all]
DM says: Seeya everyone!




